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FIEMME ROLLERSKI CUP – GUIDE WORLD CLASSIC TOUR
ITALY'S ABOUT TO ...ROLL AGAIN

Fiemme Rollerski Cup on 16 and 17 September
Val di Fiemme houses a weekend of rollerskiing
The Cermis Final Climb closes the Guide World Classic Tour 
Martin Johnsrud Sundby and Astrid Oyre Slind dominate the Blink Classics



Val di Fiemme undoubtedly is the house of Nordic Sports in Italy. Therefore, the whole area surrounded by stunning Dolomites also represents the Mecca of rollerskiing. 
The Alpe Cermis in Val di Fiemme sounds quite familiar to XC skiers, as it is the epic final stage of the FIS Tour de Ski multi-stage World Cup circuit. Now, if this Final Climb taking place in January and Val di Fiemme as a whole join up at the end of the summer, here's the result, the Fiemme Rollerski Cup – Cermis Final Climb on 16 and 17 September.
The rollerski event in Italy is the final stage of the Guide World Classic Tour, an international and renowned series made up of four major long distance rollerski events across Europe. The Guide World Classic Tour   started off with the tough Olaf Skoglunds Minneløp at the beginning of July and continued with the Blink Classics in which superstar Martin Johnsrud Sundby kept at bay Krüger, Niskanen and Russian Ustiugov, while Norway's Astrid Oyre Slind got rid of Kari Vikhagen Gjeitnes and Yulia Tikhonova.
Stage 3 is the Alliansloppet, the world biggest rollerski event gathering more than 1600 participants in 2016, scheduled at the end of this month. Peter Eliassen and Hanna Falk won last year and they certainly will try to climb the highest step of the podium once again.
As said, Val di Fiemme will host the final stage of this spectacular Tour and the official schedule reads a Free Technique Sprint event on 16 September, followed by a Classic Technique Long + Short Distance event the day after (50k + 20k). The finish line will be set on the Alpe Cermis.
All info and registrations (entry fee: €40 to any of the events) on: www.fiemmerollerskicup.it 



